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TankSmithTM ruggedness
Bluebird’s products guarantee top-notch quality by
incorporating the proprietary TankSmith™ technology. All
components are designed with industrial use in mind and have
been tested in the field to eliminate any possible operational
failures. In addition, components will not be discontinued for
the next years to ensure availability and support.
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Functionalities for expandability
Bluebird provides various functionalities for the unique needs of businesses
such as POS cradle, 1 slot charger, ethernet cradle, MSR, number pads for
payment, bar code scanner, spin hand strap, square handle, rugged plug,
in vehicle charger, shoulder strap, protection cover, stylus, and etc.
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Key Features & Benefits
They are not just ‘all inclusiveness’.
They will give you what you’re buying and what you’re keeping in future.

multi OS support

large display, equipped for industrial purposes

Bluebird industrial tablets have supported multi OS,
including the latest Android and Windows 10 IoT Enterprise. Customized OS support by Bluebird’s dedicated
team will guide you from installation phase to maximum
working capacity to serve you with the most reliable
environment for your business to flourish. Furthermore
you can get an complete real time access in full remote
support through Bluebird TMS. Bluebird guarantees that
you can experience the convenience, functionality and
security of enterprise class OS.

Built to last in tough environments, the display has diverse features to make your operation a smooth and
convenient process. Featuring large HD displays, they are
encased in Corning Gorilla Glass that protects a screen
- the most vulnerable part. Furthermore, they have sun
glare protection, anti-fingerprint sealing and can be operated equally well with a stylus pen or industrial gloves.

light yet strong
TankSmith™ ruggedness
Bluebird’s products guarantee top-notch quality by incorporating the proprietary TankSmith™ technology. All
components are designed with industrial use in mind and
have been tested in the field to eliminate any possible
operational failures. It’s completely resistant to dust, protected against jets of water and is able to survive multiple impact-damage from drops and tumbling. Be assured
knowing that every component has been tested thoroughly to reach an immaculate state strong enough for
the harsh environments. In addition, components will not
be discontinued for the next years to ensure availability
and support
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Not only are Bluebird enterprise tablet slim and lightweight, they meet military rugged specifications. In
compliance with the MIL-STD 810G standard, Bluebird
products are premium mobile computers well suited for
industrial use. They have IP sealing and has been tested
to withstand at least 1.2m / 4ft drops.

longer battery cycle
The Bluebirds’ extreme power saving design takes full advantage of a low power consumption processor without
sacrificing performance. This power saving architecture
reaches precise power management that delivers longer
battery cycle in sleep mode. Use either the standard
or extended battery and avoid down time with the Hot
Swap function.

excellent communication and network
connectivity
Whether indoors or outdoors, Bluebird mobile handhelds
provide exceptional network connectivity with a wide
range of radio frequencies and Bluetooth capabilities.
With WWAN communication capabilities or WLAN as
well as Blutooth, be assured in knowing that Bluebird has
you covered wherever you go.

optimized camera for industrial demands
They are equipped with auto focusing cameras, providing
great performance in speed, accuracy and high image
quality that industrial imaging professionals expect.

comprehensively extended functionality
Bluebird has considered extended functionality with respect to meeting various accessory requirements from
the beginning of product planning. At the very outset, it
is originally meant to be a whole system including other
peripherals for use in a variety of environment.
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Windows 7 (optional)
Windows 8.1 Pro
Windows 10 IoT Enterprise

Windows 8.1 Windows
Embedded 8.1 Pro
Windows 10 IoT Enterprise
Android 4.4 or 5.1

Windows 8.1 Windows
Embedded 8.1 Pro
Windows 10 IoT Enterprise
Android 4.4 or 5.1

Android 4.0

TankSmithTM ruggedness

full ruggedness

full ruggedness

semi ruggedness

full ruggedness

large display, equipped for industrial purposes

10.1” IPS
Gorilla Glass 3
wet touch

10.1” IPS
Gorilla Glass 3

10.1” IPS
Gorilla Glass 3

7” IPS
Gorilla Glass

IP65

IP65

common waterproof

IP65

built in

detachable

built in

detachable

O

O

O

O

front/rear
with LED flash

front/rear
with LED flash

front/rear
with LED flash

front/rear
with LED flash

O

O

O

O

INDUSTRIAL CLASS FEATURES

multi OS support

light yet strong
USER-FOCUSED FEATURES
longer battery cycle
excellent communication and network connectivity
optimized camera for industrial demands
comprehensively extended functionality
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Memo

Memo

Bluebird designs and manufactures eco friendly products
by global environmental regulation.

Bluebird Inc. (Corporate Headquarters)
SEI Tower 12~14F, 39 Eonju-ro 30-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea. Postal#06292

Phone. +82-1577-0778

Fax. +82.2.6499.2242

www.mypidion.com
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Products guide notice This Bluebird product guide provides an overview of Bluebird product coverage with industrial mobile devices, hardware packages and software support. It doesn’t include any
other company’ terminals, solutions and service. Bluebird may update the content of the guide from time to time. The new version of this guide and policy will automatically apply once partners renew
their technical support and Bluebird support package, etc.
Modifications to this guide and policy Bluebird reserves the legal right to interpret every material made by Bluebird for Bluebird’s own profit and modify this guide and policy by posting a revised
policy on and/or through the services and providing notice to you. This guide and policy has changed, generally via email (including old email address not changed without any notice to Bluebird)
where practicable, and otherwise through the services (such as through a notification on Bluebird online sites or in our mobile applications). Modifications will not apply retroactively. Partners are
responsible for reviewing and becoming familiar with any modifications to this policy.

